RELEASE FORM

DearContributor:

TheLos Angeles County Bar Association (LACBA), through Los Angeles Lawyer (LAL),
ocasionally receives requests for reprints of its articles. Additionally, LAL has the opportunity
to make its articles accessible to the legal community through, among other things, commercial
online database service providers, as well as other electronic publication and distribution
mechanisms. Accordingly, LACBA will make articles appearing in LAL available, with or
without charge, on the Internet or its Web site, or through other computer online services or
electronic media or other means.

In order that this be carried out with a minimum of administrative effort and delay, LAL requires,
as a condition of publication, that authors who submit articles to LAL for publication in the
magazine also grant to LACBA the right to reproduce and use the articles in electronic and other
forms including, but not limited to, computer online services, and through other electronic media
and distribution mechanisms. LAL therefore requests from authors the following rights in
perpetuity for any article submitted to LAL that is published in print form in its magazine: first
publication rights; reprint/republication rights in all media; and nonexclusive electronic and other
publishing, reproduction, and distribution rights in all media. This will not affect the author’s
right to the full use of the article elsewhere after publication in LAL.

RELEASE

I grant first publication rights to LACBA for the article identified below that I am submitting for
publication in LAL. I also grant permission to LACBA in perpetuity to republish and distribute in
all media now or developed in the future the article that I am submitting to LAL separate and
apart from its publication in LAL magazine.

Further, I grant full and complete, yet nonexclusive, universal publishing rights in all media,
including without limitation the right to publish electronically, as well as the right to reproduce
and distribute on electronic and other media, whether individually or as a collection, to LACBA
for the article I am submitting to LAL that is published in print form in LAL magazine.

Subject of Article:

Dated: __________ Author: __________________________ (Signed)
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